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< v i t i ) 
A B S T R A C T 
Got of tha various separation aetbode available, toe Inorganic 
ion exehangera have reoently aaorgad aa tha aoet useful for the 
separation of couples inorgeaio alxturee and have shown Marked 
resistance to boat and radlatlooa. Conplying with tha aajor groups 
af laorgaalo ion esebaagero proposed by C.B. Amphlett i . e . , crystalline 
and poorly oryatalllna, this study oonporlses too synthesis and 
analytloal applications of one representative each fro* tha aalta of 
beteropoly aolda and aalta of polybaalo aolda with polyvalent oatala. 
A thorough survey of the literature baa revealed that tba atannlo 
tungstoarsenate and alebiua antlMonate lnaplte of shoving oonalderable 
proviso aa ton exchangers have not been explored aa yet. Banco ibis 
work was undertaken to study their Methods of ayntheaia and tbelr 
aeparatlon potential for Inorganic lona. 
y 
Stannlo tungetoarsanate boo been syntheelsed by Mixing atannlo 
chloride, sodlua tungetate and sodlua arsenate at controlled pH. 
Ion exchange proportlea of atannlo ttmgatoaraenata have boon compared 
with thoae of stannic tungetate and stannic arsenate. The conpound 
shows higher ohealeal stabi l i ty than the corresponding aolybdoaraenate 
and enantltative separations of Cu*2 froa Ml-Mg^ and Ba*2 froa Mi*2 
have boon obtained. 
Infra rod speetroaoopy baa ehown that heating upto 900* baa 
no offoot an tba atablllty of atannlo tungatoaraenate and the dried 
aaapla oan bo used to separate Ca*8 froa A**5 and «g*2 froa Pb*2# 
( is ) 
SoolexyatalllBO atooio* otttteOBoto has feooa foaod to bo o 
ooitooto Ion omonoagor at a tooparatura rang a of 40* to 300*. f l its 
• a t a r l a l boo abova high ofeootool o toMl i t y tad to Markedly aaleetlva 
for Mg . Tartoua too osoboago propartiaa of too eoapousd hove oaoa 
atodlad. 
1 
0 H A P T F R . I 
I W T B O O U C T I O W 
Analytical onoalotry doala with too dotaction, datarwinAtloa 
•Hi separation of oobotonooo which nay bo organic or ioorganio to 
oat tiro. Separation gooorolly prooooos d«t«oti n and detoralnation 
and therefore tt*o separation ohanlstry nay be considered as aoro 
baste than th© oftoatotry of detention and determination, The 
following separation a* t bod a* have made a algal floant oontrlbutlon 
to analytical onenistryt 
t ) Distillation 
t i ) Solvent extraction 
t i t ) Cbroawto§rent»r 
IT) Ring oven teehnlqite 
v) Zona salting 
vl) ion exohange 
•11) Ion exseloeton 
Ti l l ) Dialysis 
i s ) Preolpltation, oopreclpltatlon and adsorption 
s ) Floatation 
xi) Biological nethod*. 
The nethod of oholoo depends upon too aatoro of the eoostaneee 
to be separated* for tba separation of organic tslxtures enrowatograohy 
i s too aost lnportant nethod to bo nee** for too aaporation of 
iaergaaie eubstanoee iaa eaotaeaise la mwm oatgaoaly ueed. 
loa eaehsage bae been taow fro* tinea taaaaoriai* Vaoa 
Noeee and his followers w n trapped la a jungle, M»eee advised 
»!• followers to eat a tree end to drop i t in the bitter water* 
a A* a result the voter beoaae awe t^ possibly by loa sseboage • 
•faey oetild not drink of the water* of ftarafe, for tfeey war* 
bitter » • • • . . and be cried unto Jehovohf and Jehovah 
0*0*04 lii« a tree, aad no oast i t lata tbe waters, and tea 
vatara were aado sweet•* 
(laodas 15i 25-25) 
loo osohefiga in aoila «a« firot noticed by Tboapeon' and Way • A 
eystsaatle otody of ion exchange aay be ooaaidarad to have begun 
aftar the ehanee observation of Adaaa and ftolaes , that eitiebed 
graaapboae records ehow ioa exehaate properties, 
The organic ion exohaege ravin a ootid ba eaeily eyntbeslsed 
with too desired oopaoity or degree of orose-liniting and tbis 
raatiitad in a great advaaee la the tbaoratleai aepeets of loa 
exeheiige* fba aodele which vara proposed for loa exohange ootid be 
oaally taatod by eyntbeeleiag on exchanger vitb tbe daeirad qualities, 
However th.> orgaaio raaiae bad one great drawbaeic !«®« tbay vara aot 
raolataat to beat and radiations end therefore ttieee aatariola oeuld 
aot be osed for tba purification of water at high temperatures wbiob 
are obaraotarietie of aodarator and ooolaat circuits in preeeurlaed 
water roasters* The inorgnnic too sxoftaagere are resistant to beat 
and radiations aad therefore they have ben receiving graat at tent ioa 
far tba last thirty five years* 
3 
The haslc types of inergsnie too esonaage sMtterlals or* 
given i s fable I* 
Basic types of inorganic ton esohonge Materials 
(A) Isehangere possessing 
wall defined eryetal 
structures 
( I) Alunlaoeilleatee 
(a) f«o dlMenalonal layer 
tattle* etructure, e«g«f 
tha olnys and lanellar 
seolltee 
(b) Three dimensional cage 
structures, e,g«9the 
typl<r 1 seolltes 
( i t ) Itonsi 11 clous Materials, e«g#, 
tteteropoly acid eaite* 
<B) Pearly erystelline and 
aaorphoua ant art ale 
( I) Hydrous oxide* of polyvalent 
netnla 
( i t ) Aoid sal ts of polyvalent 
aetals and polybaaio a®Ida* 
la order to have a comparative idea of the baeic onaraoter-
is t lea of the ten exohnnjere of typeo (A) and (B), i t i s useful to 
aeleot one elaaa of eaah type, Accordingly tha aeteropely aoid 
•al ia vera selected frow class (A) and the aoid salts of polyvalent 
•etnla and polybaeie aotda frow elaaa (»)• 
Son exehange in hetaropoly aoid salta way he considered to 
nave originated iritis the study of ejanonltta swlyhdofhoepaate* It was 
shown by Banter and Griffin7 that tha preeipltate of anaoaiuaj 
4 
•olyMopbeepfcate obtained la the analytlonl determination of 
pfeoephorus esafumgeft K* lone far aswoniwa tons* The firet systematic 
•tudy of a/wsonlug •olyfcdopboapiiate was reported by Duohvnld and 
Thlstlewnlte*. me earlier work onto 1962 on the synthesis and 
Ion t f«6«gt properties of tteteropoly aoide ba* b#«?n atlairnbly 
•tatnnrleed by Atstphlet in hie elaseloal book "Inorgnnic ton exchangers*. 
Tfce relevant literature in this field froo 1962 to 1970 has been 
reviewed by r>»&iir»teyf and Clearfield • The worn done in this 
area sinoo 1970 in given in table IX. 
5 
TAB1£ II 
Recent work on the synthesis and loo exchange propertlea 
of heteropoly aoid sa l te sinoe 1970 
Nam of exchanger Separation studied Remark Referenee 
1* Areenoaolybdate - synthesis and 14,15,16 
piiyelcocfce&loal 
studies 
2 . Chroalwj arseno- Co42-Nl*2 | Fe*3-Cu*2j - 18,13 
phosphate _
 2 2 2 
F»**-?fl** and Co -Ri * 
3 . stannlo i m n o . B0j2-fh**| tO^- lr** & - 12,13 
phosphate • 
fta -IT 
4 . Gernano*olybdate - Synthesis and 14,15,16 
phyoicochoalcol 
studies 
5 . Stannlo volyfedo- U*5-B«*2f **g*2-Sr*2 * 17 
arsenate - _ 
6, Afflsoolta Bolybdo- Co 1 ' 7 - ether metala S i l ica Gel as 
phosphate aapport 
IS 
•do- Ct ' ' Large volwte of 19 
sea water 
-do- Tt* -OOg-tip Reoovery 95$ 20 
-do- Zr**-!*b*5 - 21 
-do- Cm In tiie presence 22,35 
of C«-cLj alcohols 
and aolda 
•do- Ca - Radloactlva with organto 23 
waste polyraara 
6 
(Table II Continued) 
Mawe of exohaager Operation etudiedi Remaric ?iefere«ee 
7* JEirooniusi 
nolybdophosphate 
• © * © • 
fta*5- compounds 8% 
25 














ptiosphot uog state 
•do-
15. Silicoraolybdate 
I cm exciKioge 
properties at 
different ratios 
of Zr» Ho and p. 
Stabi l i ty in IfCI. 26 
and H^ .SO. s t 200 




2 r * \ Hb*5-cs*. 
Pu - other metals 
Mr, Ce**. Trivalont 
metals 
Ten epeeies of oatlotis TIC 
Trivalent rare earths Radio©lenients 


















(Tabla II Continue*) 
• " ' ' ' ""I • " • ' 4 > 
Naae of exchanger Separation studied Remark reference 
16* Amanita Ce* In tne presence of 22 
. U t . o - o l ^ . t .
 0 r C 2 0 .loohol. 
and Mid* 
t7 . Pyridioiuei C»*-A«*-T1* - 33 
tungetoarcenate 
18* Organic deoa- Ca*-^*2» C«*af Ru*5 toner stripe 3* 
tungatoniobio* „ _ •% 
si l icate * w 
i9» AnaonitM C«*-ra>* In the presence 35 
tunjratovanado- of heavy alcotiole 
arsenate 
00* Vanadophoepbate In*5-Gn*5| Hg2»Ctt*8 Selective for 36 
& 3fc*8-»ii*2 n* •"« Cu 
8 
foe told aalte of polyvalent ewtala and polybaalo eeido 
have ! • « aero tooroqgitljr etudled than toe beteropoly eoid aalta. 
these anbttanoea Bay be ayntbealeed by ooablnlng exidee of the 
•etala of group IT with aero oolite oxidee of too oat a la of eroapa T 
and YI« The IOB exohange a t l l i t y of theee ealte woo firat deaoaa* 
trated by 0oyd" vbo ooovod thai ooltame containing finaiy divide* 
•ireonlao ptooephate euoported ea all lea wool could be oood to 
eeperete uranitm end plutonltai froe flealon prod note by oa ten 
exchange prooeee, 
A eyetcwatio atudy of taece ealte boo received a greet 
lopetoe daring recent yeare. The ear iter work BOO boon eojaxerieed 
by Aaphlatt6, Pekarek9*10 end Clearfield11, An aptodate Hat of 
too neterlela otndied oo for ie given in teble III . 
Q 
?ABLL I I I 
Miscellaneous polytmsie aeicl s a l t * with ion sxobeMige properties 








- d o -
l l i ^ - U 4 6 ! ^ * 2 . ^ * 2 
Synthetic eouditiotis 
and Ha* ion adsorp-
t ion k ine t i cs 
Ag »i£ - jaotiovaltot 
oatlone 
Ammonium beryliura Na a«tl K 
phosphate 
BlsaHith t e l i u r . to Na ~>T 
C«*rtc antiraoaatc Stable In i,*ma 
radiations. Ttiernal, 
IR and Mosssitaur 
s tudies performed 
—do— 




H g 4 2 - £ » * 2 » C d * % T l * f 
fi©4» S c * 5 t ?%t*0t 
*$•* V * * £ * **•» 
Co i F e * 3 , ^ * * ^ * * " 
ami Cs* 
s**ts:*tHb*tc»* 




l s and x-ray s tudies 
Mes-brmice lis the 













(TabW III Continued) 
Karae of w c h w e r 
X""^*" '"—"""" T 














ant lamia t e 
^ . •2 - *2 « *2 „ + 2 Fb -co ,Cu ,za 
•2 
141 »'"Bj?*fi 
Km*, Ll%*C* & CS* 
Ffc*2-C«*2 
Separations of 
a n a l y t i c a l and 
radiochemical 




If! aud x-ray studies 
Compared mitb CeAa 
Selective for Ag*, 
Cu , 
hh 
K\B** & Pb*8 
Membranee its the 
presence of organic 
biaders 
Formation, x-ray and 
TGA studies 
Stable In gasa radia-
t i o n s . Tberssal,IR and 




Al* 3 -Cr*W 5 
»»,•* • . • * «H*2# 




a t e , eolybdate and 












(Table III Continued) 
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 r 
Na»<* of exchanger separation studied Itesjark Bef&rnLioe 
Chromium arsenate >%*2-Al*3 & 8c* 3 | 




as*2-*48 Ca | 
Comparative ion 






Chromium phosphate Affinity for toulti-
Valent ions. M 
values of various 
eations 
• 2 Chromium tung state ?!fo -Numerous natal Comparison with 
ions . ia* 3-Cs* 3 | orseiHitefenti»©-
Ferrio aolioonate 
Pr^-as^iPb 4 8 -?* ! * 2 , 
nate and taoiybdate 
of chromium 
Cu*2tMi*2fCo*8 & ro*5 
Y*3-U*3|Th***8sJ*3f 









rison with tnorius) 
ana stannic ontimonute 
Mknli ana alkaline i f foot of radius of 
earth metal ions hydrated Ions 
ng • 2 -Pb*2t^i*2-Ga*3j 
l«4 3 .Ko*3fSr*8-y*3 
Ferrio trihydrogen K+-Aq, k'Cl 
phosphate 
Niobiu* arsenate Mg*2-Al*3|Gs*3-Al*3| 
*H ~Wh |Hg «Cd 
Nioblun phosphate - Kinetios of formation 
in the preseuoe of 
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Tantalum atntlssoiiatc VO •P»*** 




" " I T " ' " • 'f 
ftetsarlc 
it feet of pe ions 
era formation 
Sorption character-
i s t i c s and fortsation 
























Ion exchange capacities 
of alkali ©etale and 
?&1 valuta at pU 6*8 
Comparison with ferrio 
and tin ant intonate 
Membra? sc In the 
presence of organic 
hinders 
~do-
CtudUal s tab i l i t y 










ft l i g ^ l B i * 5 - ? ^ , 




(TaMe I I I Continued) 
T~~ 
Name of exchanger Bepnrntlon studied remark Ftefarence 
Thoriuo ptiosphata Ag*»F«*'»WoJ»VO • t rea ted papers 
zro 
. •2 
Tfaoriuoi tun: s t a t e B l* 3 -Co* 2 t Cu* 2 , » i* 2 t Data of TfiA, x-ray 
**+& * . • « 1^*2 u**2 « * I It Studied Cfl t 3 en ,Mn 
Ni '" & Pb 
—do~ •4 Comparison with V 9 
tuugstntes 
Titanium ar.UnoMte A l * 5 - C r * 3 f f e * 3 | 
U0j2-Tli4*|Co*2*Nl4 2j 
A ' ' * •> *t> * £ 
H n ^ ^ - H g ^ C d * * " 
Comparison of ion 
•xcb<m « properties 










- d o -




 tNa .NH^-st , 
1% ,C» 
Xd values of 26 cat ions 71 
studied 
Synthesis composition 71 
and chewlctU s t a b i l i t i e s 
Comparison of ion 80 
exchange properties of 
antltroaata, taoly -data, 
tutigstate and vanadate 
138 
47 ca t ions 00 paper 72 
studied• A now trains 
Rl determined 
- d o - NiooUio-alki i lo i f l s Treated papers 15* 
14 
(Table III Continued) 
























„ A *2 ^ . • a .K4*2 
•2 C o * \ 
& A l * 3 
• 2 
Bfetsbrane in the 
presence of organic 
binders 
X-ray differaotion and 
thermographic studies 
X-ray aud D'l ^  studies 
Treated and untreated 
papers 
Comparison of ion 
exe*&i!ge properties vith 
aatt«aonat«t arsenate* 
tunsstate and vanadate 
Effect of Fe,CrfC© and 
Hg on fCd values of 
different eations 
Formation 
Merabrrmes in the 
presence of organic 
binders 
I-ray and OTA studies 
Neutron activation 
analysis 

















(Table III Continued) 
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Tfttanluta tun-state Pd «£8 «ati»nst 
Pt**-Se*2|Sr*2-Ca*2} 
8r**-Y*5 |Cd*-Hg*t 
Coffiparisoei of Ion 
exchange properties 
with aHticjojiate, 








Titanium vanadate Sr4*-**8,!**.! ,•2 
Tin(ltr) antloonate Ca*2-La*3f%*g~la4^ 
%*2-Al*5jCd*2~Cu*2f 
ca*2f%*2-.sr*2 
Comparison vill i 
antiaouate,arsenate, 
noIytHlate and vanadate 
Formation and ion 
exchange properties 
oompsurwa with tin, 
ttaort i » t urani \m, 
vanAdtun and sirconitaa 
turn state* 
Gam radiation, I iit 
x-ray and tfosssoauei' 
studies 
s e l ec t iv i ty for i r 
oowpared wltn f i 
arsenate, antlis®aatef 
raoly?)dflte and t nogs tat* 
Found better than the 
artti xmates of Fe sad 
To 
•do** 
•do- es *-fC*|8»*3.pr*5t 
aa*2-^-isr+2,L**2-
Cs*.Mg*2fca*3-8r*2 
Compared with arsenate, 
taolybdatefselenite and 
tuiKitote of an 
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La*5, €• "•FT "f 
Md*3,Ssi*3tV**«Ti4\ 
Nb*5fTa*5f«a*3«Tl\ 
25 mixturea of 
2-5 eoraponents 
Some binary and 
ternary mixtures 
X-ray, in and 
Moesabauer studies 
TLC of *9 aetnl ions 
Impregnated papers 






Ba -33 oationsf 
v**- 33 cations 
Tin (IV) phosphate for •4 
Formation and ion 
exchange properties 
Pred ic t in of KSp 
•tody of kB cations 
on impregnated papers 
TLC 
Hsflbron® In the presence 
of organic binders 
Formation. Kd values of 
various isetal ions 
Kd values as function 
of pH 
Conditions of formation 
and sorption character-
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Name of exchanger separation studied fteaiartc Reference 
Tin (TV) phoaphate 
-do-
*do-








Vanadium tuns at ate 
far 
2» •2 
CUealeal s tab i l i ty 
Membrane in toe 
prosewee of organie 
hinders 
Effect of sy&tnetlo 
conditions 





Ion exchange properties 
compared with zrfTh#V 
and V ttmgstatss 
Ctt^-Ni*2,Co*2fr«*3, 
f«a*3tItt*3|F»*3-p©*Sf 
U*5-Y*5#!?u43 .Lu^ Kd values of various 
metal ions 
f**2-ai*2t!*i*S ,Ca*8 , 
Mfe*2«Ca*2|AsO%.P0%f 
wo^sbo-
AlJtall and alkaline 
earth osta l ions 
«KJO«"» 
Compared vita 
ttmgstates of Zrf 
Tht sn and v 
Compared with the 
tungstates of Zrt 
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Possible separations 33 cations on 
impregnated papers 
studied 
Binary (k ternary Iwpregwated papers 
«i*ture» in 15 ainutee 




























Heiabrane in tne 
presene* of organic 
binders 
Partition coeff ic ient 







Partition coeff icient 




Preparation and crystal 12% 
structure 
Membrane with organic 102 
binder* 
crystal structures of 160 
various forwe studied 
Molten foist at 300* 126 
Effect of soroent on 163 
efficiency 
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nivalrot t r a n s i -
t i o n a l metal ions 
-
fv* 
S n ^ S b * 5 , ! * * 6 
l i \ K* 
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X-ray s tud ios of 
c r y s t a l forsi 
Granular 
• 
Sorption propert ies 
by so l g e l method 
Crystal d ispers ion 
and crys ta l s i as 
a* 
I f foot of addit ion of 
and acotons 
Influence Of temperature 
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• d o -
^ *
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ga*2tCa*5 at varying 
tor p«r.»turos 
Structural changes on 146 
•xob-wger 
Saff diffusion witn 132 
with radioisotopes 
III and ftaetatt apaetra 1*7 
Id values of various 107 
uoi, b i , tar and 
quadrivalent ions 
Mlxad aqueous-organic 155 
nadia 
2^ 
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Alkali metal and 
alkaline earth* 
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Alkali arid alkaline 
earth • 
Exettaitge inothera 
KA values in presence 
of CgH-oii and etaer 
Free enthalpy 
f i s s ion products 
pn a«d x-ray studies 
Forward and reverse 
ion exchange isotbersj 
Kd values on different 
t®aperatttree 
Influence of separation 
methods 





i s t i c s 
study of layered and 
fibrous structure 
IJlOiatigr isotiaera 
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112 
Cryutmlline structure 159 
"" studied 
-do- - Effect of concentration 59 
of le 








- d o - Na* Format ion *3 
—do~ 
J>5 
t^ -Sb* 5 - ikh 
-t!o- - Sol-gel method for the 113 
preparation 
-*lo- S*,cs+,Na*fLl* Selective for K* and 114 
-do- Cs4fRb* - 1%3 
• d o - CfICl_-CCl. j a l i p b a t i c Vdsorbruit f o r g a s 115 
aai ineV.F ieomer. chromatograpby 
of xylene 
-do- - M values of Al 9 so v fe , 116 
LatNd and Ga 
Zirconium silicate - &d values of various It7 
metal lone 
fcireoniua tuugstata - Study of uech nlera l i s 
of reduction 
-do- Ca * t s r §B» **, Ion exchange behaviour 119 
?M+2 _.*2 as function of pfi 
£w *~ 
(Table I I I Continued) 
T 
Kaat of exehaoger Separation studied 
T 
nonark fttfarenoe 
• 2 *2 +2 
f l reoai t ta t tungatate Ca % $ r
 tBa , 
JStk f C O 
KEI va lues o f fta,Caf 
s r a t |»U * 
120 
*4§Q*» Comparison o f l o o 
©xoliange behaviour 
with the tun^sta tes 
of T»f V, II, Sn 
and Ti 
158 
A study of the l i t e r a t u r e c i ted above snows taa t no work 
lias been done on stannio tuiigsteejreeiiate a ad niobium an t i sona te . 
The present piece of rwearett was therefore undertaken to devise 
methods for the synthesis of the two s a l t s c i t ed above, and to 
study the separat ion po ten t i a l of t»« mater ia l s thas sunthesised* 
This study has resul ted in a nuatoer of useful and in t e re s t ing 
r e s u l t s wilt oh are presented in the following d i o p t e r s . 
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CHA P T i i R . U 
SVmiBgUjIlIt) I«-EWnA«<^«j«PJ^ 
Many inorganic low exchangers have been prepared in the past 
5 years, woet of th«o belii.tr amorphous* prepared by precipitation. 
The usual practice was to uee different proportions of react nts end 
different treattac-nte and then to study the distribution ratio* for 
nany cations in th<* hope of finding special s e i e c t i v i t l e s , Soao 
•xebangers were studied by thermal analys is . 
The heteropolyacid ©a i t s **" of soon? gaetal io»s can be used 
as ion excU infers. Various saolyiidopboepiiate, tungetenhosphate and 
other heteropolyacid s a l t s have been used as ion exchangers end 
were reviewed by Pe&arek and Veeely* and Walton • Titanitaj phosphate 
s i l i c a t e hfl® been prepared by Naqvi at al.*« Zirconium phosphate 
s i l i c a t e • and phosphonioiybdate h^ve been synthesized and ceriura 
o 
phosphate sulphate was prepared by iCoenie and Graf7. A number of 
10a>12 
papers have been published on apasonitia phosphoajoiybdate . lead 
IS 
strontiura phosphate was prepared by Fedoroff et e l* • the asraonlura 
14 
sa l t of tun stoarsenic heteropolyacid was applied as a Ql&ti»eapuolty 
cation exchanger to Hb*-Ce% fC*f Tl* and Ag* separation*. 
No s; <h studies have been reported on tin(XV) tuagetoarsenate, 
and i t was therefore decided to aynthcslse this material at different 
pn values end to study Its ion-exchange behaviour* 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Reagents! Tin (IV) oh lor id* peatahydrate (par*} Polsfcie Odesynnlki 
Cheaioane, liwioe, Poland), •odium arsenate heptahydrate (Kledel, 
G.r.n.) and eodius tungstate (Analeii) were used. All other reagents 
were of analytie{»l*reag«nt grade. 
Apparatus Titrimetric and spectrophotor^tric studies were carried 
out with an Elloo Model LI-10 pri meter and a Ba»eeh and Lou* 
speetronic 20 colorimeter, shaking was perforated with a Sioo 
temperature-control1ed ehalter• 
Synthesis o* t in (IV) tungstoarscnatet Tin (IV) tungstoarsenate was 
prepared by adding 0*25 W tin(IV) chloride solution to a mixture of 
0.25 M sodiuts arsenate and 0*85 M sodium tutigstate in the volune 
ratio 2 s i t l . the of! of the etlxture was adjusted to the value* given 
in Table I and the precipitate obtained wae allowed to stand for 
8% h at room temperature. It was then washed by deoantatlon, 
f i l tered off and washed with 2 M n i tr i c acid. The gel was dried at 
kO • the dry produot broke down into assail port i d e s when immersed 
in water.Approximately %0 g of the exchanger were converted Into the 
hydrogen fore by the treatnent with 100 ail of 1*0 H n l t r io acid and 
f inal ly washed with deatlnerallsed water. The exchanger dissolved to 
eooe extent during thle process. Final ly, the exeuanger was washed 
with detainer*Used water in order to remove the excess of acid and 
was again dried at 40 . 
u o 
TADLL 1 
Conditions of preparation and tbe ion oxoiiaago capacity 
of t in (IV) ttsigstoarsenate samples 
file reagents used wore 0.25 M tii>(IV) chloride • 0.25 H sodium 
arsonute • 0.25 M sotlina tungstate in the ratio £ | l | i . 
Saenple So# pfl Xon«M»xe»an4.e oa pa c i ty (sjetjuiv, 
1 1*0 1.00 
2 3.9 t . i 2 
5 6.8 1.10 
4 11.0 No ppt. obtained 
CSMMPloal ooopoaltiout A 0.3 e amount of the exchanger was dissolved 
in sodiiM hydroxide solution. Tin, after recltictloi. with lend, was 
11 
determined by the potasslt&i bichromate oetbod , arsenic w&a deterralned 
t i t r lne tr lo l ly by the potas>sira thloeyanate raofcbod and tungsten 
was detersslued graviaetrioaliy a« tungsten(VI) oxitle with a~beassoin 
17 
ox line ' . ftw rat io SafWtAti was found to be I2t3f2 . 
Piasolut.lon of tjtn(iv) tm^atoarseaate ion exchanger i A 0.5 g portion 
of the exchanger wan shaken in a floats wi h 50 wl of the solution 
ooicenipd in a te%pernt*jre-»oontrol2ed ah alio r for 6 h until equilibrium 
woe reached, f»e undissolved portion of the exchanger was reaoved 
by f i l trat ion* Tin, arsenic and tungsten were determined speetro* 
36 
ptiotoo^trionliy in the f i l t rate* The results are given in Table I I . 
TADU IX 
Cbemical dissolution of t lsi( iv) tun>stoarsenate and nolytHlo&rsetiate 
Solvent 
T"~~ ~~ : T 
Tioigsto arsenate 
(B& per 50 »1) 
<wwwMwwinwiiMmiii t, ii ii www—mmmmmmtm »m*+**mmmmmmmmimm m 
Sa 1*' As 
Molyodoarecmate 
(rag f-er 50 » l ) 
. y ' '• f " 
So MO AS 
% N Ni tr ic oold a.o 
4 M Hydrochloric acid 145*0 
% W Sulphuric acid 
0.1 N Sodlua hydroxide 
1.0 M AraKmla 
1 M Aeetlo so ld 
i M AsmonliMi n i t r a t e 
1 n sodfttm ace ta te 
in Formic so ld 
1 M Oxalic ec ld 
1 M Tartaric acid 
t If CI t r i o no id 
n-Butanol 































3 .6 20.0 17.5 
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lon-caohfmgg capacityt The ion-exchange capacity of varioue ea <pl«e, 
determined by the atandard aettjod, art given in Table 1, 
Distribution coeff ic ient ^tdi«St The diatrlbutiofi coeff icients 
• W i . » U H I W ii i i ii • iin—i ai m i MTOTI-IHI- mi m I •—-fTmi "T I • •miHiiri1 T r r W l r ' -
(K.) of 2k cations were determined in n i tr ic acid mt& ot^oniiw nitrate • a 
n i t r i c acid ayste s . For th is purpose, 0,5 & of the exchanger were 
shaken with 50 ml of the salvti-n for 6 h» The amount of the cation 
in the solution waa determined by t l trat laa with KWA and the Kg 
values ware calculated fr*** the aquation 
^ <«l/f) - Z-jr1 * f^ C i ) 
where I ia the volune of rnTA consumed by the original solution and 
F i s the vol mat* of EBTA consumed after eqailibriun* The results arc 
given in Tabica II1-V, 
Heat treatmentI flia ioffa*sxoba?ige factorial in the* potassium forta <lried 
at *0 was heated at different tsejperstures in a muff la furnace for 
2 h and the lon-«xob;mge oaniolty wae determined* The reoutii are 
given in Tabic VI, 
ptf t i trat ioni ritratlone ware carried out by the method of Topp and 




• O.tNNaOH +O.IN NaCi 
O O.IN KOH + O.lN KCi 
l i i I I i i L 
0 2 4 6 6 JO 
m eq.of (OH) added /0.5 g of the exchanger 
FIG.) TITRATION CURVES FOR TIN(IV) 
TUNGSTOARSENATE 
TABU 1H 
K. value* {ml/$) of mt*l lam an t t a ( IV) tn«$ »toar»eoate 
(Ssatplt Ho.l) <Srl«d at 50* in n i t r i c acid 

















































































































The results are given In Table VII* 
TABU; VII 








t i l 2 * 
Cu2* 
i ""• " ~ " '" * "' " 
Eluent 
o.ooi n mo3 
1$ NH.NC, in 1 . 0 H m0% 
0.001 H HNO-
i * Ml^KO, ia i . 0 K nNOL 
0,01 M ITCO. 
1$ NI^NO. in 1,0 M H5J0, 
• " i— •"""""•""" " " •»" 















• 0 . 2 
• 2 , 5 
- 0 . 2 
•0 .1 
•0 .9 
• 0 . 2 
DISCUSSION 
A comparison of tio(IV) ttmgst oar senate and tln(lV) moiybtlo-
araenatc which were prepared under identical «•mdltious shows that 
the chemical dissolution (Table II) and the ion-exoftange capacity 
(Table T i l l ) of the lat ter are higher than those of the former, it 
hat also seen observed that raolybdate i s the least stable and 
tun*:state Is the most stable* 
fixe results in Table I shew that trie lo»*exohang® oa^unity 
i s alaoet independent of pn ( i t varies from 1.06 to l . i~ when the pi! 
varies from 1,0 to 6*8)• This i s a great advantage which hats not been 
fouod with any oth r exchanger studied in th i s laboratory. 
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TABU IV 
r . rallies (ml/g) of u»«tftl loaa oo tln(IV) tciigstoarMuat* 
(Sacnlo No«l) in ftmtonits® nitrate • n i t r i c acid 
Metal ion 
Ca2* 





N i 2 * 
MB2* 
F©5* 
A l > 
Y3* 
U 5 * 
Pr 5 * 
Nd5* 
S i 5 * 








O.IN ffiiQ, • 
0 .1 



























0 .1 N HNO. 
Nil 
(112) 


























S, values (n l /O of roetal Ions on tin(IV) tungatoarsenate 
(Sample No.l) washed with doutlnorallged voter and dried 






< > * 
Cd2* 
2 4 
or Hi 2* 
Mn2* 
Fo 3* 








f b 3 * 
t * 3 * 
no5* 






























































































































Properties of t in ( iv ) tungatoareeiiate heated at different teiaperaturee 
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30 a 0.39 c» I«P» i;la«s 
column wae t-eec! and 2 g of tin(IV) tungatoareenate were placed in the 
OOIUSJIJ with a glaee~wool a up port* The eolraft was washed with 
demineraliaseJ water and the msjount of oa^lnn added to ttie colmait v.as 
lose tran 3% of the experirsr s»tal ion-excl*an^e capacity of the ion 
exchanger* 
The flow-rat© of the effluent was 3*9 <ir-pa/min. The cations 
were determined by BIJTA t i t rat ion and no interference due to diaeolved 
anions waa observed. 
2* 2+ 2+ 
Separationt Quantitative separation* of Mg fro« Ba and Cu and 
of Cw from Mi* were achieved oa the tin(IV) tungatoareenate column. 
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Tne results are given in Table VII, 
TABUS VII 










o.ooi n mo3 
H NH^KC- in 
0.001 W UNO. 
i < NU^ NO in 
o,oi M trio. 
1* mi^NO- in 
1,0 M ffifO-
1.0 K I5N0-
i . o M moy 
T - T — . ( . . 

















• 2 . 5 
- 0 , 2 
•0 ,1 
•0 ,9 
• 0 , 2 
A comparison of l in (IT) ttaiestoaraenate and tin (IV) nolybdo* 
arsenate which were prepared under Identical o onditloas els ova that 
the oh«iaical dissolution (Table II) and the ion-exchange capacity 
(Table VIII) of the lat ter are higher than those of the former, i t 
bat also seen observed that raolybdate i s the least stable ami 
t twig state i s the most s tab le , 
file results In fable I show that the ion-exchange capacity 
i s alaost independent of pFT ( i t varies from 1.06 to J.i~ when the nil 
varies frora 1,0 to £•$)• This i s a great advantage which had not been 
found with any oth r exchanger studied in th i s laboratory. 
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The results in fable XI show that thin exchanger i s very 
•table in n i tr i c acl<l, asm rati us n i trate , forwio acid, vi-butanol, 
diasethyl sulphoxltle and water. therefore, the f^  value* of netal 
ions were determined in n i t r i c seid plus as»onittist nitrate solution. 
On th© basis of these Ktf values, sots*© interesting separations were 
n . o * o * " • >:i+ 2 * 
obtained, e*<Ut Hg -n«
 t Mg -Cu and Ni~ -Cu J in addition, aoae 
other separations are possible, e . g . , Sr*" -Y , Al -Fe • 
In order to etuyy the effect of temperature, the K^  values 
of various cations were determined on aastpies heated to different 
tetssperatures. It was found that the ion exchanger tmi a high thermal 
s tab i l i ty up to 500 • Table IX shows that tln(IV) tumrstoarsenate 
has a higher ion-exoha.iga oan"clty than t in(lV) timgstate and tin(IV) 
arsenate. K. values of o stloas on those exchangers are given in 
Tabi# X. 
TABU; VIII 
Comparison of the preparation and properties of (A) tin(TV) 





Reagents Mixing pit Ioii-excJimigs SntWiAs 
rat io cnpicity ratio 
(swquiv»/g) 
8 
0.25 M tin(IV) chloride • 2tl|i 1.0 
0*25 M sodius tungstate • 
0*25 M sodiisa arsenate 
0.25 M tln(TV) chloride • 2il|l 1.0 
0.25 H sodiusi molybdate • 







Comparison of p r e p a r a t i o n ami p r o p e r t i e s of (A) t l u ( I V ) tt:n.!*stoar««nat« 







0.25 M t i n ( i v ) c a ori.se • 
©•25 K echlii-tn tungs ta t© • 
0«25 '•* ••Jiti.-r-, a r s e n a t e 
0 ,25 M t tu(TV) eb lor i t to • 
0 ,25 M tOi l iw tU^'BtotO 
0 ,25 v? t i u ( I V ) chioritf© • 
0 .25 -1 soditw a r s e n a t e 
f ix ing pit 
r a t i o 





f , 0 
Ioii-ejtchnni?e 





Comparison of It. vainest of (A) t la(TV) t tmgstoarsenat© with those 
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C H A P T H R - I I I 
INFLUENCE OF IHiYlKu TEM»SttATWHI (M THE I«J-EXCIiftMG& f H O P g a m s OF 
STAMNIC TUNGSTOAttSEXATg. SEPARATION OK 
AH1> W hl*+ MV Cm2* 
The eyntbesle and ioo-exehaaie properties of etaattic 
ttmgetoarsenate have been described earl ier • Statin ic tung is t oar senate 
bee pro»iet«;i eetiott-exonanfe profnirties, an outstanding thermal 
e tabi l i ty , iiih uptake of oertai.i oetlous and good resistance to voter 
end dilute acta. It l e neees ary to study l i e lon~ex:cnii»ge properties 
after drying at high temperature so that i t s usefulness at these 
temperatures may be elucidated. 
1t»< e f fec t of drylBf; temperature on the iou-exchange propertiei 
of stannic tungatoarscnate is described in th i s Chapter* 
EXPEMHINfAi 
Rsaitentet sodiiras arsenate iioptaiiydrate, sodium tun state and chloride 
pent«hvi3ratc (pure, Poland, i i l iwiee, Poland) were used. 
Apparatus! s Bico teaperature-eontrolied snidcer wee used. A isoffic 
turnanco waa usedfor beatiag the ion exchanger at different 
« . . P . r . t u r . . . to «b. . a . , of o . ' » gfacta countin < was oarried out 
on e sc in t i l la t ion counters a «eiger~*fitllor counter vae used for beta 
counting la to© ease ©f nb • 
Proceduret Stannic tongstoareenate was prepared under tbe saw* 
condition* a* given in the earl ier Chapter, i t was heated further 
at 500 for 2 b In th< aroffle furnace* 
loa^exchuuKe etnaicet The lon»**ahange capacity of etannlo tungsto* 
ariet^tc heated to 500 vna 0.31 nequlv/f. Ktf value* for 2! octal 
ions were determined in different solvent system* on ti l» exchanger. 
The equatl ti (mod ie 
r • Lz-l 32. «i/g 
«* F 0.5 
where I i e the volume of 0*002 n ethylenedlaaluetetraacetic acid 
(Ef>TA) needed to t i t ra te the* original cation solution and F ie the 
volume of 0,002 H I l>rV need for t i trat ion after th# equilibrations 
the total volume of equilibrating solution was 50 ©1* The amount of 
the exchanger ueed was 0*5 g« The loading of the oat lone was leas 
than yf» of the ion-»exehange capacity of the exchanger. 
RESULTS 
The colour of a t a x i c tungstoareenotc after heating at 500 
la dirty white* A column v*a» f i l l e d with the exchanger and then 
washed euoceeaively with dilute n l t r i o acid and water* The following 
quantitative *o pa rot ion were achieved* 
Separation of Mm from 1*^*1 A mixture of Jig and Fb** was applied 
to the column. The effluent was recycled three times on the column. 
Ilg8* wa* eluted with 0*5* NH%N0- in O.OOi M IJNOj at « flow rate of 




iO 30 50 70 90 DO 
Volume of ihe eiuent (ml ) 
FIG.) SEPARATION OF Hg2*FROM Pb2* 
DU 
Separation of Ca2* from Ai**t F i r s t the coin®** was saturated with 
i0?§ acetone. Then a mixtures of Ca and Al^ was applied to the 
eolusxu Ca2* was eluted with 1$ NH^NO- In 1M I1N0- ( r i g , 2 ) . 
DISCUSSION 
Table I shows tha t a number of i n t e r e s t lug separat ion* are 
possible in ace tone-n i t r i c acid on the sample heated to 500 • Satitc 
of the »ore important ar« aa follows* Al5* -Fe 3 *, Pto2* -Al 5 * t CaL*-Al * 
nt2\mQ\ * 8 * - » 8 \ Ca2* - B a 2 \ Co2* -Ni 2 * and i a > - c , a 5 \ out i>f 
these Ca - A l ' and Jig** -Ph"* have been successfully separated on the 
col«5iati# As the proportion of acetone was increased, the S. value f 
mercury decreased and an in te res t ing r eve r sa l in the s e l e c t i v i t y of 
!Jg and Pb" was observed• This occurs because i£g i» raore covfilent 
and hence i s wore soluble in acetone* For the ease reason the uptake 
of fig** from d i s t i l l e d water i s v*ry assail (Table I I ) , the £C- values 
of some ssetal ions were a l so determined in aceta te buffers (Table H I ) , 
trtien acetone-sodium ace ta t (1 |2) was used the K. values of a lka l ine -
earth n e t a l s increased with increasing ion ic r ad ius . The K, values 
86 iS4 
of IS» and C» *^ were inversely proport ional to tenrperatur© (fable IV). 
Infrared spectre showed tna t there i s no change in the 
s t ruc tu re of t h i s ion exchanger on hea t ing t and i t i s therefore very 
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TABLE I 
IL value* (ml/g) of n«tnl Ions on stannic tuugetoar»enat« 
pr«Tlou6ly heated to 500 
Cation Kg («l /g) (ao«ton«-0.1 M UNO.) 
, , ^ 
<H9) (213) 
HI8* 
C . 2 * 
sr2* 
» 2* Bil 
CB2* 
Ni 2 * 
P« 3* 
A l 5 * 
V3* 
U 5 * 
Pr3* 
Sia 3 * 
CM3 4 
or3* 















































J^ j values of notal loot on •tannic tuu&stoarsenate previously 
tioetod to 500 in deraiuerallxcd water 
Cation K, (mi/g) 
^ 2 * 
2* 
«. 2* Ba 
2* 






































K. values of a e t a l l eas on staimio tungetoarBeuato 
previously heated t o 500 
•*iw*jinn.— -trMmmm»mm»Mmi»*'i«»mmifumm m- «<•««*~+*M*mt*mMmmK>^-vmmmi****ifmi I W I « W — » W M » 
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r , v a l u e s of ^^Kb and ^ C a on • t a n n i c tun a t o a r s e - a t e a t 
"a 
different tataptft rat tire « at f*l 2 (0*01 N !0iO.} 
T 
Cation K-
a MW—JwmmWMilKlWMW' •>*• 
wmiMnMNww 
• • * # 
25 35 %5 35 
86ffc 30.9 29.0 19.8 10,2 
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C B A P T t R . IV 
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Selec t iv i ty of an ion exchanger i s i t s sos t useful character* 
i s t i c for p rac t i ca l purposes. The sorption of ions by such a material 
may be clue to loo exchange9 adsorption or p rec ip i t a t ion and there fore 
the s e l e c t i v i t y of an ion exchange aa te r lo i saay depend upon a number 
of f ac to r s , The isigh s e l e c t i v i t y of zirconium phosphate for amoniurs 
ioti8 in the presence of sodiiw tons lias prorated the invest igat ions 
of i t s us© in a r t i f i c i a l Sidneys, vmml in conjugation with urease, 
ssirconiuis phosphate has the capacity of rapidly reesevint' a l l the 
a.uaoniuia ions froia the hydrolysis of urea dlalysed fr a blood, while 
enabling the control of other s a l t s in the t*loo<$ stream. I t has b«»on 
suggested that t h i s useful s e l e c t i v i t y of Kirooniusj phosphate i s due 
to the p re fe ren t i a l uptake of esa&onius ions by ion exchange, Clearfield 
and Smith studied the ©xchaiige of B» aad Sr on c rys ta l l ine alpha -
sr,r-F an l^ found t'»at the s t r o a t t u a t i t r a t i o n curve hat! only one end 
poin t , i n l y i n g a l l the s i t e s were avai lable a t low pi!« Barium was 
found to be uneatenangaMe in acid so lu t ions and the t i t r a t i o n ourve was 
s imi la r to t aa t obtained for Ce* which i s e t e r i c a l i y hindered. Thus 
• 2 
according to Clearf ie ld the exclusion of Be ions i s due to s t e r l c 
2 1 
f ac to r s* . Pekarelt and Beiierova-' hove found the s e l e c t i v i t y of 
uranyl phosphate towards a l ' t a l i ca t ions to be MlJ" Cs+ vth+ K+ ^a+ . 
Aataoniusi umnyl phosphate, produced by the displacement of a l k a l i 
ontions froa uranyl hydrogen phosphate with aaaoniua ch lor ide , was 
found not to sorb t raee arjounts of t t \ Ub* and Cs% and not t o convert 
to uranyl hydrogen phosphate on treatment with acids. Tbwse rteuits 
euga;e»t that the sorption involves & process of repreeipitatioB, and 
therefore should bo controlled by the solubility products of the 
uranyl phosphates produced* Indeed it was found that the solubility 
product did parallel selectivity* *** Thus according to Pekarek the 
high selectivity of uranyl hydrogen phosphate for Nil* ions is due to 
precipitation. 
The above discussion shews that the preferred uptake of ions 
by ion exchanger is a complex phenomenon ami it is difficult to 
predict the selectivity of an inorganic ion enchanter• It is, 
therefore, instructive to synthesize new exchanger* and to study 
their selectivity towards various lone at different pit values, 
The proper selection of an ion exchanger is important for 
selectivity studies if useful results are to be obtained* The 
following criteria are desirable for selection: 
( 1) Hie exchanger should be relatively inert towards ocid® and 
bases which taay be uaed as eluents* 
( ii) The exchanger should have reproducible properties and should 
be preferably crystalline. 
(ill) the anion of the inorganic ion exchanger should be such that 
unusual selectIvities stay be expected* 
Niobinw antlraonato faithfully fulfils all the oriteria 
»«nttoned above as the antistonates are expected to show interesting 
seleotivitles* This was first noted by Kraus who synthesized 
slrooniun antiraonnte • Other antincmatas have also been synthesized 
7*24 
and their se lect iv i t ie© have been investigated' . t&eti the 
tnntaloR aatiaonate2 5 gal vaa refluxed with the mother liquor i t was 
noticed that the mxehsug&r obtained shows reproducible.proper!is and 
fa inert towavds stron? acids* For » l» i lar reasons niobium antlnoaate 
ta expected to ha inert towards strong acids and to show a reprodueibl 
behaviour after hein refloated with I t s aether liquor* It waet 
therefore, considered worthwhile to matce detailed studies* «i the 
analytical applications of niobium antlaonate* The results obtained 
are presented in this charter. 
MXpmimimAi 
Re agent et Hi obi OK pent oxide and antiaony pentaehloride ware obtained 
frora B,?>.H# (Poole, fire«t Britain)j a l l other reagents ware of Anal R 
grade. Niobium pent oxide (20*00 g) woe heated with %00 tal of 
oonoentrated sulphuric field eoatalnia& 200 g of atsatoniuta sulphate* and 
the clear solution waa diluted with water to 750 ml to give a solution 
0.1M in nioblun. 
Apparatus t the following lBstruasnts ware usedt a Bauson and Lotsb 
epeotroute 20 colorimeter, Mioo of! meter (aodel Li-iO}, on elcotrle 
i ioo shaker and a Goabridg© stercosonn electron »ierosoope* 
Synthesis of niobi two nntlmonatet The soaplee ware prepared by 
Mixing aoid solutions of 0.1.M nioblun and 0*114 antimony in the volume 
ratio If2 at room temperature, sodium hydroxide solution was added 
to the nlxture, with oonet'mt shaking, unt i l the pil was nearly 1 . 
The resulting precipitate waa divided into two portsj one part waa 
set aside «t room tearpsraturw for 8% boors (saisple ATj), and the 
other part was boiled under reflux with the mother liquor for 
00 hours (simple *?$)• Sample ATj was dried at 40 then boiled under 
reflux in 3M sulphuric acid for 2% to 30 hours (saaple AT.)} sample 
AT^  mis prepared by similarly refluxlng s.-usple AT^  (dried at %0 ) 
with JMt sulphuric acid for oa 100 hours* To pre;ore sample AT- the 
precipitate of niobium antiaonate was washed with water until the 
pii of the washing was 6* then the Material was heated under reflux 
in 3M sulphuric sold for 24*30 hours* Samples AT,* AT^  atsd AT. ware 
successively washed with 1*1 and Q*25M sulphuric acid and with 
detainers Used water, then dried at %0 and converted into H* font 
with dilute n i tr i c acid. 
Prying of the sacrpleet The sataples wsre dried in an e l ec tr i c furn. co 
in a ir for 1 hour at eaeh selected teeaperaturs. 
Determination of distribution 0 'e f f i c ients i A 250 »g portion of the 
exchanger (H* forw) was a l l wed to stand in 25 nl of the cation 
solution in the appropriate solvent* the amount of oatlon being 3$ 
of the total ion exchange capacity of the axon anger. The Mixture was 
shaken intermittently and the portions of the supernatant liquid were 
withdrawn and titrated wi £i 2wW RBTA* The results are shown in 
Fig*.8, 9 and 10* 
Separationi For separation studies a g lass coition waa f i l l e d with 
1*5 « of niobium antlaoaate (sample ATj) in the H* fom, on a glass 
wool support, fiie flow rate in a l l the separations was 0.6 - 0*8 »1 
• 2 
per minute, Hg * was eluted with 0*0111 n i t r i c acid and the other 
62 
Ions wara altrtad vil l i a aolut ioa wbloh was 2M in n i t r i c «oid and 
0 .25" in nmmoaitm n i t r a t e . The r f i a U i a r t shown in table I , 
TABU: I 
m*mimm»wt\Mmw*n 
Separation* achieved an niobium oatiaonate • on pie AT. 
'•"• i . i—. . | . . - - »;"•<• '-' i". - " i " ••-' - - | ' —•»—« | i >f 
l xpari- Mlxtura Cation ' luent Total Aaouat Amount f r r a r 
• e a t Ha* londad alntad volnse loailad found ($) 
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1 7 2 . 8 0 
3 1 9 . 2 0 
1 7 2 . 8 0 
4 1 4 . 0 0 
172*80 
133*20 
1 7 2 . 8 0 
8 0 0 . 0 0 
1 7 2 . 8 0 
1 5 4 . 0 0 
1 7 2 . 8 0 
2 9 6 . 8 0 
172.SO 
5 8 3 . 8 0 
1 7 2 . 8 0 
8 8 1 . 6 0 




1 7 3 . 7 6 
1 3 2 . 6 0 
1 6 8 . 9 6 
7 8 4 . 0 0 
1 6 8 . 9 6 
1 3 7 . 6 0 
1 7 3 . 7 6 
2 8 0 . 0 0 
1 7 4 . 6 8 
5 8 3 . 8 0 
1 7 3 . 7 6 
8 4 4 . 4 8 
• 1 . 1 0 
• 0 . 1 8 
• 0 . 5 5 
-**.00 
• 0 . 5 5 
- 1 . 9 2 4 
- 2 , 2 2 
- 2 . 0 0 
- 2 . 2 2 
• 1 . 9 2 
• 0 . 5 5 
- 5 . 6 7 
• 2 . 2 0 
0 . 0 0 
• 0 . 5 5 
- 4 . 2 1 
A • 0.01M n i t r i o aoitlj B • m n i t r i c acid - 0.25M awoniuo n i t r a t e 
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• *2 
ca , ror separation studies on sample AT- dried at 300 , 
Cu*2 «od Nt*2 were eluted with a solution 0.1M In nitric acid and 
0.2* in ajeaonltss nitrate, and Hg**' and Pb ware eluted vltb a 
solution 2M In nitric acid and I.5M in aawoniisa nitrate. The other 
conditions were same* Hie results are shown in table II• 
TABU, II 
Separations achieved on niobium antinoaate sample AT. dried at 300 
'1 1 « « « « "~~ 1 
Expert* Mixture cation Fluent Total Amount Anoint Error 
aent No* loaded ©luted volurae loaded found (f«) 
*t (m) tat) 



























414.40 405.20 -2.70 
262,60 272.70 +3.66 
390.60 378.00 «3.01 
724.50 701.28 -2.9% 
318.60 323.30 •1.8* 
724.50 701.28 -2.9% 




The results obtained have been summarised in Fig*.1-10. 
I t Is apparent trim F ig . i that niobium antiaonate i s the most stable 
ontt^onat© in d i s t i l l e d water, HJIO., f!Cl and H2SO%, fbe high 
so lubi l i ty in BC1 and U^ SO^  i s due to the complex forcing ab i l i ty of 
the chloride aad sulphete ions. 
The results plotted in Fig.2 tes t i fy to the magnesium 
s e l e c t i v i t y of niobium antlaoonate. In alraost a l l eaaes the separation 
ffctor i s the waxlwtim for niobium nutisonato, Only in 2 separations 
i . e . Al**-Mg*2 and fJB*J-*%j**' titanltus antloonate Is superior to 
nlobluf; aMittsonate hut considering the overall picture the average 
separation factor on niobium amiwonate la much «ueh greater than on 
titanium antimonate (Fl£»3). 
The photographs given In Figs.^-7 show the ef fect of refluxing 
on the orysta l l ln i ty of the samples* Saiaple AT^  i s not refluxeti at a l l 
and i s amorphous. Sample AT„ i s refluxed with the mother liquor and 
i s poorly crystal l ine* When sample AT| i s dried at 40 C and then 
refluxed with 3M R^ ftO. for 84-30 hours the most crystal l ine species 
i s obtained. The revolts show that refluxing la essential for 
crystal Uni ty and that when the optimum refluxing has been done the 
aoat crysta l l ine species i s obtained* 
A plot of m values versus (UNO.) i s shown lit Fig.a and the 
general trends are susMMirlseed be low I 
( 1) In almost a l l oases the JCd value inoreases with decrease in 
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Atomic no. of metal in ontimonates 
HG. 2 A PLOT OF THE ATOMIC NUMBER OF CATION OF THE 
COLUMN ANTIMONATE VS. THE SEPARATION FACTOR OF 



























Atomic no. of metal in ontimonotes 
HG. 3 AVERAGE SEPARATION FACTOR VS. THE 
ATOMIC NO. OF THE METALS IN ANTIMONATES 
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FIG. 4 NIOBIUM ANTIMONATE SAMPLE ATj 
AMORPHOUS 
G9 
FIG. 5 NIOBIUM ANTIMONATE SAMPLE AT2 
POORLY CRYSTALLINE 
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FIG. 6 NIOBIUM ANTIMONATE SAMPLE AT3 
CRYSTALLINE 
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FIG. JO Kd VALUES ON SAMPLE AT3 DRIED 
AT 300°C 
7b 
the cations for reaction s i t e s . 
( i t ) In general the crystal l ine AT. sample has the lowest Kti values 
(Fig.8 ( a ) ) . 
( i l i ) In the ease of fig*2, V*5 end Fc*3 there i s very l i t t l e change 
with (HNO.) on the K& values* 
The distribution coefficients* for the dried samples of ATj 
show a regular troad i . e . the $& vaiuos of aost cations increase on 
axytivi the samples i'ron %0* to 500 , and then decrease on drying to 
a higher te perature. me results are plotted in Fig . 9 . This increase 
in m values aay be due to a decrease in hydroxy1 .roups, as the 
oxides have a greater adsorptlve power than the hydroxides* The 
•2 *2 •^ *4 
dried material was se lect ive towards llg
 f Pb , Fe• and Iti 
through- nt the temperature mnse studied, The KA values on AT- dried 
on 500 were also determined to 0#1M n i tr i c acid. 0*11! aesaoniusj 
nitrate and a mixture of the two} the results are given in Fig.10 
which sh<.wi that !Sfl values decrease as the content of 0.1M ni tr ic aoiU 
in the system increases* 
Niobium antimonate sample AT- appears to be speci f ic for 
separating Hg * from numerous metal ions} Hg i s only s l ight ly 
adsorbed and henoa can be separated quantitatively from Sr*% Ba**"t 
m*29 Al*3 , Ga*5* fe4*5, La*5 and th*3 (see table I ) . The Ktf values 
of Hg*2 and Pb*2 d i f fer from those of Cu*2. Hi*2 and Cd*2 on sample 
AT. (dried at 500 ) in 0.1M n i tr i c acid as well as 0.1M ni tr ic acid-
O.iM ammonium nitrate ( i l l ) hence Cd *% Cu * and Ml have been 
4 J* * 2 
separated froeo Kg " and Pa n columns of AT. so dried (see table II). 
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SYNTHESIS AND ION-EXCHANGE PROPERTIES OF TIN(IV) TUNGSTO-
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SUMMARY 
The inorganic ion exchanger tin(IV) tungstoarsenate with a tin :tungsten :arsenic 
ratio of 12:5:2 has been synthesized by mixing solutions of tin(IV) chloride, sodium 
tungstate and sodium arsenate in the volume ratio 2:1:1 at pH «s 1. A comparison of 
the ion-exchange properties of tin(IV) tungstoarsenate with those of tin(IV) tungstate 
and tin(IV) arsenate has been made. It was found that tin(IV) tungstoarsenate has a 
high thermal stability, showing high Rvalues after beating at 500°. This ion exchanger 
is chemically more stable than the corresponding molybdoarsenate. Quantitative 
separations of Cu2 + from Ni2 + and Mg2 + and of Ba2+ from Mg2+ have been ob-
tained. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many inorganic ion exchangers have been prepared in the past 5 years, most 
of them being amorphous, prepared by precipitation. The usual practice was to use 
different proportions of reactants and different treatments and then to study the dis-
tribution ratios for many cations in the hope of finding special selectivities. Some 
exchangers were studied by thermal analysis. 
The heteropolyacid salts'2 of some metal ions can be used as ion exchangers. 
Various molybdophosphate. tungstophosphate and other heteropolyacid salts have 
been used as ion exchangers and were reviewed by Pekarek and Vesely3 and Walton4. 
Titanium phosphate silicate has been prepared by Naqvi etal.5. Zirconium phosphate 
silicate6,7 and phosphomolybdate have been synthesized8 and cerium phosphate 
sulphate was prepared by Koenig and Graf9. A number of papers have been published 
on ammonium phosphomolybdate10 l2. Lead strontium phosphate was prepared by 
Fedoroff cl a/.1"1. The ammonium salt of tungstoarsenic heteropolyacid14 was applied 
as a high-capacity cation exchanger to Rb+ -Cs+ , K + ,TI+ and Ag+ separations. 
No such studies have been reported on tin(IV) tungstoarsenate, and it was 
therefore decided to synthesize this material at different pH values and to study its 
ion-exchange behaviour. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Reagents 
Tin(IV) chloride pentahydrate (pure; Polskie Odczynniki Chemiczne, Gliwice, 
Poland), sodium arsenate heptahydrate (Riedel, G.F.R.) and sodium tungstate 
(AnalaR) were used. All other reagents were of analytical-reagent grade. 
Apparatus 
Titrimetric and spectrophotometry studies were carried out with an Elico 
Model Ll-10 pH meter and a Bausch and Lomb Spectronic 20 coiurimeter, shaking 
was performed with a Sico temperature-controlled shaker. 
Synthesis of tin(IV) tungstoarscnate 
Tin(IV) tungstoarsenate was prepared by adding 0.25 M tin(IV) chloride solu-
tion to a mixture of 0.25 M sodium arsenate and 0.25 M sodium tungstate in the 
volume ratio 2:1 :1. The pH of the mixture was adjusted to the values given in Table I 
and the precipitate obtained was allowed to stand for 24 h at room temperature. It 
was then washed by decantation, filtered off and washed with 2 M nitric acid. The gel 
was dried at 40 . The dry product broke down into small particles when immersed in 
water. Approximately 40 g of the exchanger were converted into the hydrogen form 
by the treatment with 100 ml of 1.0 M nitric acid and finally washed with demineral-
ized water. The exchanger dissolved to some extent during this process. Finally, the 
exchanger was washed with demineralized water in order to remove the excess of acid 
and was again dried at 40". 
TABLE I 
CONDITIONS OF PREPARATION AND THE ION EXCHANGE CAPACITY OF TIN(IV) 
TUNGSTOARSENATE SAMPLES 
The reagents used were 0.25 M tin(IV)cnloride i 0.25 M sodium arsenate ' 0.25 M sodium tungstate 
in the ratio 2:1:1. 
Sample pH Ion-exchange capacity 
No. (mequiv.jg) 
1 1.0 1.06 
2 3.9 1.12 
3 6.8 1.10 
4 11.0 No ppt. obtained 
Chemical composition 
A 0.3-g amount of the exchanger was dissolved in sodium hydroxide solution. 
Tin, after reduction with lead, was determined by the potassium dichromate method15, 
arsenic was determined titrimetrically by the potassium thiocyanate method16 and 
tungsten was determined gravimetrically as tungsten(VI) oxide with u-benzoin oxime17. 
The ratio Sn:W:As was found to be 12:5:2. 
Dissolution of tin(IV) tungstoarsenate ion exchanger 
A 0.5-g portion of the exchanger was shaken in a flask with 50 ml of the solu-
tion concerned in a temperature-controlled shaker for 6 h until equilibrium was 
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TABLE II 
CHEMICAL DISSOLUTION OF TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSENATE AND MOLYBDOAR-
SENATE 
Solvent Tungstoarsenate (ing per 50 ml) Molybdoarsenate (mg per 50 ml) 
4 M Nitric acid 
4 M Hydrochloric acid 
4 M Sulphuric acid 
0.1 A' Sodium hydroxide 
1.0 M Ammonia 
1 M Acetic acid 
1 M Ammonium nitrate 
1 M Sodium acetate 
1 M Formic acid 
1 M Oxalic acid 
1 M Tartaric acid 




























































































reached. The undissolved portion of the exchanger was removed by filtration. Tin. 
arsenic and tungsten were determined spectrophotometrically in the filtrate. The 
results are given in Table II. 
RESULTS 
Ion-exchange capacity 
The ion-exchange capacity of various samples, determined by the standard 
method, are given in Table I. 
Distribution coefficient studies 
The distribution coefficients (A,,) of" 24 cations were determined in nitric acid 
and ammonium nitrate nitric acid systems. For this purpose, 0.5 g of the exchanger 
were shaken with 50 ml of the solution for 6 h. The amount of the cation in the solu-
tion was determined by titration with EDTA and the A,, values were calculated from 
the equation 
, . , , / / • " 50 
A.,(ml'g) • " 0 5 ( 1 ) 
where / is the volume of EDTA consumed by the original solution and /•"is the volume 
of EDTA consumed after equilibrium. The results are given in Tables l l l -V. 
Heat treatment 
The ion-exchange material in the potassium form dried at 40 was heated a! 
different temperatures in a muffle furnace for 2 h and the ion-exchange capacity was 
determined. The results are given in Table VI. 
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TABLE III 
Kd VALUES (ml/g) OF METAL IONS ON TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSENATE (SAMPLE No. 




































































































Kj VALUES (ml/g) OF METAL IONS ON TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSENATE (SAMPLE No. 1) 
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TABLE V 
K, VALUES (ml/g) OF METAL IONS ON TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSENATE (SAMPLE No. 1) 
WASHED WITH DEMINERALIZED WATER AND DRIED AT DIFFERENT TEMPERA-
TURES 
Metal ion 















































































































































PROPERTIES OF TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSENATE HEATED AT DIFFERENT TEMPER-
ATURES 
Temperature Colour Ion-exchange capacity 
( C) (mequiv.lg) 
50 White 1.18 
150 White 1.24 
300 White 0.51 
500 Dirty white 0.31 
800 Blackish 0.04 
brown 
pH titration 
Titrations were carried out by the method of Topp and Pepper'9. The results 
are given in Fig. 1. 
Column preparation 
For separation studies, a 30 x 0.39 cm I.D. glass column was used and 2 g of 
tin(lV) tungstoarsenate were placed in the column with a glass-wool support. The col-
umn was washed with demineralized water and the amount of cation added to the col-
umn was less than 3 % of the experimental ion-exchange capacity of the ion exchanger. 
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" ^r^^*^*"^ 
10- / / 
8 - / / 
1 . 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 1 2 3 ^ , 5 6 7 8 9 10 
meq of (OH) added /0-5g of the exchanger 
Fig. 1. Titration curves for tin(lV) tungstoarsenate. Titrant: • — # , 0.1 N NaOH ! 0.1 /V NaCI; 
/ — :-•, 0.1 TV KOH + 0.1 /V KCI. 
The flow-rate of the effluent was 8-9 drops/min. The cations were determined by 
EDTA titration and no interference due to dissolved anions was observed. 
Separation 
Quantitative separations of Mg2+ from Ba2+ and Cu2+ and of Cu2+ from 
Ni2+ were achieved on the tin(IV) tungstoarsenate column. The results are given in 
Table VII. 
TABLE Vll 
SEPARATIONS ACHIEVED ON TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSENATE COLUMN 
Metal ion Eluent Amount taken Amount found Error 
Mg2 + 
Ba2 + 
M g 2 + 
Cu 2 + 
Ni2 + 
Cu2+ 
0.001 M H N 0 3 
1% NH 4 N0 3 in 1.0 M HNOj 
0.00/ A / H N O , 
• I 7 , N H , N O J in 1.0 M HNO., 
0.01 M H I N 0 3 























A comparison of tin(IV) tungstoarsenate and tin(IV) molybdoarsenate which 
were prepared under identical conditions shows that the chemical dissolution (Table 
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TABLE VIII 
COMPARISON OF THE PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF (A) TIN(IV) TUNGSTO-
ARSENATE WITH THOSE OF (B) TIN(IV) MOLYBDOARSENATE 
Ion-exchange Reagents Mixing ratio pH Ion-exchange Sn:W:As 
material capacity ratio 
(mequiv.'g) 
A 0.25 M tin(lV) chloride • 2:1:1 1.0 1.06 12:5:2 
0.25 M sodium tungstate -
0.25 M sodium arsenate 
B 0.25 M tin(IV) chloride -j 2:1:1 1.0 1.40 5:2:3 
0.25 M sodium molybdate 
i- 0.25 M sodium arsenate 
TABLE IX 
COMPARISON OF PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES OF (A) TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSE-
NATE WITH THOSE OF (B) TIN(IV) TUNGSTATE AND (C) TIN(IV) ARSENATE 
Ion-exchange Reagents Mixing ratio pH Ion-exchange capacity 
material (mequiv.ig) 
A 0.25 M tin(lV) chloride 2:1:1 1.0 1.06 
0.25 M sodium tungstate • 
0.25 M sodium arsenate 
B 0.25 M tin(IV) chloride • 1:1 1.0 1.30 
0.25 M sodium tungstate 
C 0.25 M tin(IV) chloride ; 1:1 1.0 1.40 
0.25 M sodium arsenate 
TABLE X 
COMPARISON OF A„ VALUES OF (A) TIN(IV) TUNGSTOARSENATE WITH THOSE OF 
(B) TIN(IV) TUNGSTATE AND (C) TIN(IV) ARSENATE 
Cation A B C 




















































II) and the ion-exchange capacity (Table VIII) of the latter are higher than those of 
the former. It has also been observed in our earlier work'8 that molybdate is the least 
stable and tungstate is the most stable. 
The results in Table I show that the ion-exchange capacity is almost independent 
of pH (it varies from 1.06 to 1.12 when the pH varies from 1.0 to 6.8). This is a great 
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advantage which had not been found with any other exchanger studied in this labora-
tory. 
The results in Table 11 show that this exchanger is very stable in nitric acid, 
ammonium nitrate, formic acid, «-butanol, dimethyl sulphoxide and water. Therefore, 
the Kt values of metal ions were determined in nitric acid plus ammonium nitrate 
solution. On the basis of these Kd values, some interesting separations were obtained, 
e.g., Mg2+-Ba2 + , Mg2+-Cu2 + and Ni2 +-Cu2 + ; in addition, some other separations 
are possible, e.g., Sr2+-Y3 + , Al3+-Fe3 + . 
In order to study the effect of temperature, the Kd values of various cations 
were determined on samples heated to different temperatures. It was found that the 
ion exchanger has a high thermal stability up to 500°. Table IX shows that tin(lV) 
tungstoar»enate has a higher ion-exchange capacity than tin(lV) tungstate and tin(IV) 
arsenate. Ki values of cations on these exchangers are given in Table X. 
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INFLUENCE OF DRYING TEMPERATURE ON THE ION-EXCHANGE 
PROPERTIES OF STANNIC TUNGSTOARSENATE 
II. SEPARATION OF Hg2+ AND Pb2+ AND OF Al3+ AND Ca2+ 
M. QURESHI, V. SHARMA, R. C. KAUSHIK and T. KHAN 
Chemistry Department, Z.H. College of Engineering, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh (India) 
(First received December 9th, 1975; revised manuscript received March 5th, 1976) 
SUMMARY 
Stannic tungstoarsenate has been dried at 500°, and Kd values have been deter-
mined on this material for 21 cations in distilled water, acetone-0.1 M HN0 3 (1:9 
and 2:3) and acetic acid-sodium acetate (2:2, 2:4 and 4:2). Quantitative separations 
of Ca2+ and Al3+ and of Hg2+ and Pb2+ have been achieved. Infrared spectra show 
that there is no chemical change in the material on heating to 500°. 
INTRODUCTION 
The synthesis and ion-exchange properties of stannic tungstoarsenate have 
been described earlier1. Stannic tungstoarsenate has promising cation-exchange 
properties, an outstanding thermal stability, high uptake of certain cations and good 
resistance to water and dilute acid. It is necessary to study its ion-exchange properties 
after drying at high temperature so that its usefulness at these temperatures may be 
elucidated. 
In this paper we describe the effect of drying temperature on the ion-exchange 
properties of stannic tungstoarsenate. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Reagents 
Sodium arsenate heptahydrate, sodium tungstate and stannic chloride penta-
hydrate (pure, Poland, Gliwice, Poland) were used. 
Apparatus 
A Sico temperature-controlled shaker was used. A muffle furnace was used for 
heating the ion exchanger at different temperatures. In the case of 134Cs, y counting 
was carried out on a scintillation counter; a Geiger-Muller counter was used for fl 
counting in the case of ?6Rb. 
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Procedure 
Stannic tungstoarsenate was prepared under the same conditions as given in 
the earlier paper1. It was heated further at 500° for 2 h in the muffle furnace. 
Ion-exchange studies 
The ion-exchange capacity of stannic tungstoarsenate heated to 500° was 0.31 
mequiv./g. Kd values for 21 metal ions were determined in different solvent systems 





where / is the volume of 0.002 M ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) needed to 
titrate the original cation solution and F is the volume of 0.002 M EDTA used for 
titration after the equilibration; the total volume of equilibrating solution was 50 ml. 
The amount of the exchanger used was 0.5 g. The loading of the cations was less than 
3 % of the ion-exchange capacity of the exchanger. 
RESULTS 
The colour of stannic tungstoarsenate after heating at 500° is dirty white. A 
column was filled with the exchanger and then washed successively with dilute nitric 
acid and water. The following quantitative separations were achieved. 
Separation of Hg1+ from Pb2+ 
A mixture of Hg2+ and Pb2+ was applied to the column. The effluent was re-
cycled three times on the column. Hg2+ was eluted with 0.5% NH4N03 in 0.001 M 
HN0 3 at a flow-rate of 7-8 drops per minute; Pb2+ was eluted with 1 % NH4N03 in 
1 M HNO3 (Fig. 1). 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90100110120 
Elution volume (ml) 
Fig. 1. Separation of Hg2+ from Pb2+. 
Separation of Ca1+ from Ali + 
First the column was saturated with 10% acetone. Then a mixture of Ca2 + 
and Al3+ was applied to the column. Ca2+ was eluted with 1 % NH4N03 in 1 M HN0 3 
(Fig-2)! 












0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90100 110120130140 
Elation volume (ml) 
Fig. 2. Separation of Ca2 + from Al3+. 
DISCUSSION 
Table I shows that a number of interesting separations are possible in 
acetone-nitric acid on the sample heated to 500°. Some of the more important are as 
follows: Al3+-Fe3+, Mn2+-Al3+ , Ca2+-Al3+, Ni2+-Mn2+ , Hg2+-Pb2+ , Ca2+-Ba2+, 
Cu2+-Ni2+ and La3+-Ga3+ . Out of these Ca2+-Al3+ and Hg2+-Pb2+ have been suc-
cessfully separated on the column. As the proportion of acetone was increased, the 
TABLE I 
Kd VALUES (ml/g) OF METAL IONS ON STANNIC TUNGSTOARSENATE PREVIOUSLY 
HEATED TO 500° 
Cation Kd (ml/g) 
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TABLE II 
Ka VALUES OF METAL IONS ON STANNIC TUNGSTOARSENATE PREVIOUSLY 
HEATED TO 500° IN DEMINERALIZED WATER 























Kt VALUES OF METAL IONS ON STANNIC TUNGSTOARSENATE PREVIOUSLY 
HEATED TO 500° 
K* (ml/g) 
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Kd value of mercury decreased and an interesting reversal in the selectivity of Hg2+ 
and Pb2+ was observed. This occurs because Hg2+ is more covalent and hence is 
more soluble in acetone. For the same reason the uptake of Hg2+ from distilled water 
is very small (Table II). The Ka values of some metal ions were also determined in 
acetate buffers (Table III). When acetone-sodium acetate (1:2) was used the Kd values 
of alkaline-earth metals increased with increasing ionic radius. The Kd values of 86Rb 
and I34Cs were inversely proportional to temperature (Table IV). 
Infrared spectra showed that there is no change in the structure of this ion 
exchanger on heating, and it is therefore very thermally stable (Fig. 3). 
TABLE IV 
Kd VALUES OF 86Rb AND 134Cs ON STANNIC TUNGSTOARSENATE AT DIFFERENT 
TEMPERATURES AT pH 2 (0.01 TV HN03) 
Cation Kd 
25° 35° 45" 55° 
86Rb 30.9 29.0 19.8 10.2 
134Cs 47.7 25.9 22.0 12.0 
1 ' i i i i i i 1 i i i i i 1 
4000 3600 3200 2800 2400 2000 1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 600 400 200 
Fig. 3. Infrared spectrum of stannic tungstoarsenate. 
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SYNTHESIS AND ION-EXCHANGE PROPERTIES OF A SEMICRYSTAL-
LINE, MAGNESIUM-SELECTIVE NIOBIUM ANTIMONATE 
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SUMMARY 
Semicrystalline niobium antimonate is shown to be suitable for use as an ion 
exchanger from 40° to 300°. It has high chemical stability and can be used to separate 
Mg2+ quantitatively from Sr2+, Ba2 + , Hg2 + , Al3+, Ga3+, Fe3+, La3+ and Th4+. 
Mg2+ is eluted with 0.01 M nitric acid and the other ions are elutedwith a solution of 
2 M in nitric acid and 0.25 M in ammonium nitrate. The results of X-ray, infrared 
thermogravimetric and differential-scanning calorimetric studies of the crystalline' 
sample are presented and discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Synthetic inorganic ion exchangers are being increasingly used in the field of 
inorganic, nuclear and organic chemistry owing to their resistance to heat and to 
radiation, and may prove to be important in biological and medicinal chemistry 
because of their high selectivity. Although considerable work has been done on these 
materials, some aspects of them need elucidation; for example, amorphous materials 
sometimes show a lack of reproducibility of composition, dissolve significantly in the 
eluents and are unstable at high temperatures. 
The oxides of niobium and tantalum are noted for their chemical and 
thermal inertness, and their salts may also prove to be superior in these respects. We 
have therefore attempted to make a systematic study of the ion-exchange behaviour of 
these substances; our work on niobium arsenate1, tantalum antimonate2 and tantalum 
arsenate3-4 has been published. Here, we describe the ion-exchange behaviour of semi-
crystalline niobium antimonate, with particular regard to its reproducibility, chemical 
dissolution, thermal stability and analytical utility. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Reagents 
Niobium pentoxide and antimony pentachloride were obtained from BDH 
(Poole, Great Britain); all other reagents were of AnalaR grade. Niobium pentoxide 
(20.00 g) was heated with 400 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid containing 200 g of 
ammonium sulphate, and the clear solution was diluted with water to 750 ml to give a 
solution 0.1 M in niobium. 
Apparatus 
The following instruments were used: a Bausch & Lomb Spectronic 20 colorim-
eter, an Elico pH meter (model Li-10), a Philips X-ray unit, a Perkin-Elmer spectro-
photometer, Dupont 900 and 950 thermal analyzers, and an electric Sico shaker. 
Syntheses of niobium antimonate 
The samples were prepared by mixing acid solutions of 0.1 M niobium and 0.1 
M antimony in the volume ratio 1:2 at room temperature; sodium hydroxide solu-
tion was added to the mixture, with constant shaking, until the pH was nearly 1. The 
resulting precipitate was divided into two parts; one part was set aside at room tempe-
rature for 24 h (sample ATj), and the other part was boiled under reflux with the 
mother liquor for 20 h (sample AT2). Sample ATX was dried at 40°, then boiled under 
reflux in 3 M sulphuric acid for 24 to 30 h (sample AT3); sample AT4 was prepared by 
similarly refluxing sample ATS (dried at 40°) with 3 M sulphuric acid for ca. 100 h. To 
prepare sample AT5, the precitate of niobium antimonate was washed with water until 
TABLE 1 
SYNTHESIS, ION-EXCHANGE CAPACITY, COMPOSITION AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF 
NIOBIUM ANTIMONATE 

























Ratio of Nb Distribution coeff. in demineralized water 
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ION-EXCHANGE PROPERTIES OF NIOBIUM ANTIMONATE 
the pH of the washings was 6, then the material was heated under reflux in 3 M 
sulphuric acid for 24 to 30 h. Samples AT3, AT4 and AT5 were successively washed 
with 1 M and 0.25 M sulphuric acid and with demineralized water, then dried at 40° 
and converted into the H+ form with dilute nitric acid. 
Synthesis of hydrated antimony pentoxide 
A concentrated solution of sodium hydroxide was added to 0.1 M antimony 
pentachloride solution to bring the pH to 1, and the precipitate so obtained was wash-
ed, filtered and dried at 40°. The dried product was heated under reflux with 3 M 
sulphuric acid for 24 to 30 h, then washed successively with 1 M and 0.25 M sul-
phuric acid and demineralized water. 
Synthesis of hydrated niobium pentoxide 
Concentrated sodium hydroxide solution was added to the 0.1 M niobium 
solution until the pH was 1; the subsequent treatment was as in the synthesis of hy-
drated antimony pentoxide. 
Ion-exchange capacity 
The ion-exchange capacities of the various samples of niobium antimonate 
were determined by the column method; the results are summarized in Tables I and II. 
The capacities of hydrated antimony pentoxide and hydrated niobium pentoxide were 
1.80 and 0.68 mequiv./g, respectively. 
TABLE II 





































A 200-mg portion of well-powdered niobium antimonate was dissolved in 25 
ml of hot concentrated sulphuric acid, and antimony was precipitated from the solu-
tion as sulphide and estimated volumetrically5; the niobium was determined gravi-
metrically with cupferron6 as described previously1. The results are presented in Table 
I. 
Dissolution 
To study its chemical stability, 200 mg of the material was shaken with 25 ml of 
the appropriate solution for 6 h; after removal of undissolved material, niobium and 
antimony were determined in the filtrate by methods involving use of potassium thio-
cyanate (with diethyl ether extraction)7 and Rhodamine B8, respectively. The results 
are shown in Table III. 
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Drying of the sample 
The sample was dried in an electric furnace in air for 1 h at each selected 
temperature. 
X-ray studies 
X-Ray diffractograms were taken with use of Cu Ka radiation (nickel filter); 
the results are shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
COMPARISON OF d" SPACINGS (A) 








































































































































* This work on niobium antimonate, with Cu radiation. 
" With Mo radiation (see ref. 9). 
"* With Cu radiation (see ref. 10). 
§
 With Cu radiation (see ref. 11). 
Infrared studies 
The infrared (IR) spectra were recorded by the Nujol method and are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2. 
Thermogravimetric and difjerential-calorimetric analysis 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed under an atmosphere of 
WAVENUMBER (CM ) 
Fig. 1. IR spectra of niobium antimonate samples. 
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4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 625 
WAVENUMBERICM"1) 
Fig. 2. IR spectra of niobium antimonate samples and antimonic acid. I = Antimonic acid 
(crystalline); II = NbSb (sample AT3); III = NbSb (sample AT3) heated at 1000°. 
nitrogen flowing at 400 ml/min; the heating rate was 5°/min and the time constant was 
1 sec Differential scanning calorimetry was carried out in an atmosphere of nitrogen as 
well as in air; the results are shown in Figs. 3-5. 
Determination of distribution coefficients 
A 250-mg portion of the exchanger (H+ form) was allowed to stand in 25 ml of 
the cation solution in the appropriate solvent, the amount of cation being 3 % of the 
total ion-exchange capacity of the exchanger. The mixture was shaken intermittently, 
and portions of the supernatant liquid were withdrawn and titrated with 2 mM EDTA. 
The results are shown in Figs. 6-8 and in Table V. 
Temperature (°C) 
Fig. 3. TGA curves for niobium antimonate samples. 
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200 250 300 
°C ICHROMEUALUMEL) 
500 
Fig. 4. Differential-scanning calorimetric curves for niobium antimonate samples. 
Separation 
For separation studies, a glass column was filled with 1.5 g of niobium anti-
monate (sample AT3), in the H+ form, on a glass-wool support. The flow-rate in all 
the separations was 0.6-0.8 ml/min. Mg2+ was eluted with 0.01 M nitric acid and the 
other ions were eluted with a solution which is 2 M in nitric acid and 0.25 M in 
ammonium nitrate. The results are shown in Table VI. 
For separation studies on sample AT3 dried at 300°, Cd2+, Cu2+ and Ni2+ were 
200 250 300 
°C ICHROMEL.ALUMEL) 
400 
Fig. 5. Differential-scanning calorimetric curves for sample AT.,. I 
2 — in static air; 3 - dynamic air (400 ml/min). 
Under nitrogen (400 ml/min); 
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Fig. 6. Kd values on niobium antimonate samples, (a), • - AT,; A ^ AT2; x — AT3. (b), A 
AT4; # — AT5. DMW -•= Demineralized water. 
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Fig. 7. Kd values on sample AT3 at various temperatures. 
eluted with a solution 0.1 M in nitric acid and 0.2% in ammonium nitrate, and Hg2+ 
and Pb2+ were eluted with a solution 2 M in nitric acid and 1.5 M in ammonium 
nitrate. The other conditions were the same. The results are shown in Table VII. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
It is clear from Table I that, even although the mixing ratio of the two reagents 
is the same for all five samples of niobium antimonate, the ratio of niobium to anti-
mony ratio in the samples varies from 0.889 to 1.839; this is due to the different pro-
cedures used in the syntheses. Refluxing with 3 M sulphuric acid improves the repro-
ducibility of the material (sample AT3), probably because the material becomes more 
homogeneous. The reproducible behaviour of the samples was checked by determining 
the distribution coefficients of Mg2 + , Al3+ and Th4+. The results, which showed that 
the deviation was within the limits of experimental error, are included in Table I. 
The results of tests on the chemical dissolution of niobium antimonate are 
shown in Table III; all five samples were chemically stable. The stability in deminer-
alized water and in mineral acids is decreased in the order AT4, AT5, AT3, AT1; AT2, 
which indicates that refluxing with sulphuric acid improves the stability. Niobium 
antimonate is less stable in alkaline medium due to its conversion into niobates and 
in 4 M hydrochloric acid due to formation of chloro-complexes of antimony. 
The ion-exchange capacities of samples AT,, AT3 and AT5 for various cations 
are listed in Table II, from which it is apparent that the capacity for a cation increases 
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Fig. 8. Kd values on sample AT3 dried at 300°. 
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TABLE VI 














Mg2 + -Ba2 + 
Mg2 +-Al3 + 
Mg 2 +-Hg 2 + 
Mg2 + -Ga 3 + 
Mg2 +-Fe3 + 
Mg2 +-La3 + 
















































































































* A = 0.01 M nitric acid; B = 2 M nitric acid-0.25 M ammonium nitrate. 
as the radius of the hydrated ion decreases. This shows that ion exchange takes place 
with the hydrated form of the cation. 
X-Ray diffractograms (not shown) of samples AT,, AT2 and AT3 showed that 
AT2 and AT3 were semicrystalline, whereas AT, was amorphous. Hydrated niobium 
pentoxide is also amorphous, but hydrated antimony pentoxide9 shows some d spacing 
(d, spacing between adjacent planes in the crystal). Antimonic acid samples prepared 
by Ito and Abe10 and by Baetsle and Huys11 also showed crystalline characteristics. 
A comparison of the lvalues of niobium antimonate, hydrated antimony pentoxide 
and different antimonic acids is made inTable IV. The d spacings of niobium anti-
TABLE VII 










Cd 2 + -Hg 2 + 
Cu 2 +-Pb 2 + 
Ni2 +-Pb2 + 
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monate resemble those reported for hydrated antimony pentoxide and antimonic acid. 
The maximum inter-layer distances in AT2 and AT3 are 5.95 and 5.97 A, respectively. 
The IR spectra of samples AT1; AT2, AT3 and AT4 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2; 
all four samples have peaks at ca. 1600 cm - 1 and 750 cm -1 , and samples AT3 and AT4 
show peaks at 1150 cm -1 . The other maxima in the spectra represent Nujol peaks. The 
maximum at 1600 cm - 1 corresponds to the deformation vibrations of interstitial 
water and of the hydroxyl groups [<5i(H20) and (OH)] and the maximum at ca. 
750OTT1 is due to the stretching vibration of the M - 0 bonds [^(Nb-O, Sb-O)]. 
Earlier IR studies on crystalline antimonic acid12 showed that the maxima between 
1100 and 1330 cm - 1 corresponded to the deformation of Sb-OH groups [d2(Sb-OH)]. 
Crystalline antimonic acid shows a peak at ca. 1280 cm -1 , but niobium antimonate 
(samples AT3 and AT4) shows one at ca. 1150 cm -1 . Thus, we interpret this maximum 
as arising only from deformation of Sb-OH groups. This also suggests that sample 
AT3 is crystalline, the shift in band frequency may be due to differences in the crystal 
structures of the two materials. 
The peak maxima at 1600 cm - 1 and 1150 cm - 1 are heat-sensitive and disappear 
when the material is heated for 30 min at 1000°. The peak at 1600 cm - 1 is lost due to 
the removal of the interstitial water, and that at 1150 cm - 1 due to conversion of 
Sb(OH)5 into Sb205 and finally Sb203. 
The results of the thermogravimetric analysis are shown in Fig. 3, from which 
it can be seen that the thermal stability of the samples decreases in the order AT3, 
AT4, AT2, AT^ Sample AT2 loses more weight up to 400°, and, after this, its weight 
remains constant up to 700°. Thus, this sample contains a greater number of external 
water molecules, and the weight loss is due to the removal of these molecules and to 
condensation of hydroxyl groups (the condensation takes place between 450° and 
700°). The weight losses (%) between 450° and 700° as calculated from the curves are 
0.42, 3.80, 3.30 and 1.68 for samples ATlf AT2, AT3 and AT4, respectively. Of these 
samples, the total weightloss on heatingto400°istheleastfor AT3, so that this material 
can be safely used at temperatures up to 400°. There is one inflexion point on the 
TGA curves between 900° and 1000°. The weight loss in this range is due only to con-
version of Sb205 into Sb203, the optimum temperature for this reaction being 930°. 
The weight losses (%) in this range are 1.27, 4.05,4.84 and 0.86 for ATi5 AT2, AT3 and 
AT4, respectively. Our contention that samples AT2 and AT3 lose more weight owing 
to conversion of Sb205 into Sb203 is supported by the fact that these samples contain 
more antimony than do samples ATi and AT4. 
The results of differential scanning calorimetry are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and 
suggest that sample AT3 is probably the best of all the materials studied. Removal of 
water of crystallization begins at 45, 85, 75 and 50° for ATj, AT2, AT3 and AT4, 
respectively, and condensation starts at 200, 250 and 200° for AT2, AT3 and AT4, 
respectively. This confirms the greater stability of sample AT3 with respect to con-
densation. 
The ion-exchange capacity of AT3 on drying in air decreases with increase in 
temperature. The results are plotted in Fig. 9; for comparison, data on other anti-
monates, i.e., those of tin13, titanium14, tantalum2, chromium15, cerium16, aluminium17 
and iron18, are included. The curves show that sample AT3 is second only to ferric 
antimonate in this respect. The fall in ion-exchange capacity is due to condensation of 
hydroxyl groups at higher temperatures. 
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Fig. 9. Loss of ion-exchange capacity (IEC, mequiv./g) of various antimonates. 
The distribution coefficients of metal ions in demineralised water are so high 
that one cannot decide whether or not niobium antimonate is selective for any cation. 
In order to investigate its selectivity for metal ions distribution coefficients (A",,) were 
determined in 0.1 M, 1 M and 4 M nitric acid; the results are shown in Fig. 6. The Kd 
values at pH 1 indicate the selectivity of the material. The selectivity sequence is almost 
the same for all samples, but the Kd values differ between samples. This difference is 
probably attributable to differences in composition and in the method of synthesis. 
The material having the greatest antimony content has the greatest uptake of ions. To 
find out whether niobium antimonate is a new phase or only a mixture of the oxides 
of niobium and antimony, the Kd values of some metal ions were determined on 
hydrated antimony pentoxide and hydrated niobium pentoxide at pH 1. The results 
for these materials and for sample AT3 are given in Table V and show that the uptake 
of ions is different for the three materials; thus, AT3 is not a mixture of oxides, but is 
a new phase. This conclusion is not confirmed by the X-ray data, since the 6? values for 
AT3 are the same as those for antimonic acid. 
The distribution coefficients for the dried samples of AT3 show a regular trend, 
i.e., the Kd values of most cations increase on drying the samples from 40° to 300°, and 
then decrease on drying to a higher temperature. The results are plotted in Fig. 7. This 
increase in Kd value may be due to a decrease in hydroxy 1 groups, as the oxides have a 
greater adsorptive power than the hydroxides. The dried material was selective to-
wards Hg2+, Pb2 + , Fe3+ and Th4+ throughout the temperature range studied. The 
Kd values on AT3 dried at 300° were also determined in 0.1 M nitric acid, 0.1 M 
ammonium nitrate and a mixture of the two; the results are given in Fig. 8, which 
shows that the Kd values decreases as the content of 0.1 Mnitric acid in the system in-
creases. 
Niobium antimonate sample AT3 appears to be specific for separating Mg2 + 
from numerous metal ions; Mg2+ is only slightly adsorbed and hence can be separated 
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quantitatively from Sr2+, Ba2+, Hg2+, Al3+, Ga3+, Fe3+, La3+ and Th4+ (see Table 
VI). The Kd values of Hg2+ and Pb2+ differ from those of Cu2+, Ni2+ and Cd2+ on 
sample AT3 (dried at 300°) in 0.1 M nitric acid as well as in 0.1 M nitric acid-0.1 M 
ammonium nitrate (1:1) hence Cd2+, Cu2+ and Ni2+ have been separated from Hg2+ 
and Pb2+ on columns of AT3 so dried (see Table VII). 
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